
1Compensation of the Null modeswith the Gemini MCAOGemini Doument RTP-AO-G0097Franois Rigaut. February 29, 2000This doument present a short study of the null modes for the Gemini MCAO system. First, I brieydesribe the problem, then I derive the expression of the ombined e�et of the quadrati modes from anarbitrary number of layers on the plate sale of the siene image, in funtion of the Cn2 and the windpro�les and the NGS harateristis. Last, I present some performane evaluations for typial guide staron�gurations and magnitudes.1 Introdution and Notations1.1 The problemIt was demonstrated earlier by B.Ellerbroek and later in this paper that in a MCAO system, beausewavefront sensing on LGS is insensitive to eah beam's overall Tip-Tilt omponent, not only tip-tilt an notbe sensed but also the altitude of the quadrati modes (defous and astigmatisms) an not be determined. Amismath of the altitude at whih these quadrati modes are ompensated will result in a plate sale error inthe siene image, and in turn in a Strehl ratio redution in long exposure images. These quadrati modes,badly determined by the LGS high order sensors, are alled in this study the \null modes" of the LGS highorder loop, as they belong to its null spae. To solve that problem, one has therefore to rely on multipleTip-tilt guide star. Beasue there are 5 null modes (tip, tilt, fous and 2 astigmatisms), a minimum of 3guide stars are neessary (2 measurements per GS).1.2 De�nitionsIn the following, I will assume that the turbulene is made of disrete layers, although the results of thisanalysis ould easily be extended to a ontinuous pro�le.I use the regular Noll de�nition for Zernike 2 to 6:Z2 = 2xZ3 = 2yZ4 = 2p3 (x2 + y2)�p3Z5 = 2p6 xyZ6 = p6 (x2 � y2)an(h) is the oeÆient of Zn at altitude h layer. 'h is the phase at layer of altitude h.



MCAO Null Modes Compensation / RTP-AO-G0097 22 Expression of the Tip and Tilt error versus the �eld angleThe expansion of the phase on Zernike 2 to 6 in the telesope pupil, integrated along a diretion (�x, �y) attime t is:'2:::6(x; y; �x; �y; t) =Xh '2:::6 h(x+ �xh=R; y+ �yh=R; t) =Xh Xi=2:::6 ai(h)Zi(x+ �xh=R; y+ �yh=R; t) (1)I have dropped the index 2:::6 in the following for shortness. The Zernike expansion of 'h an be developped:'h(x+ �xhR ; y + �yhR ) = a2(h):2(x + �xh=R) + a3(h):2(y + �yh=R) +a4(h):2p3 [(x+ �xh=R)2 + (y + �yh=R)2 � 1=2℄ +a5(h):p6 [2(x+ �xh=R)(y + �yh=R)℄ +a6(h):p6 [(x+ �xh=R)2 � (y + �yh=R)2℄ (2)= 2x(a2(h) + 2p3 �xa4(h)h=R+p6 �ya5(h)h=R+p6 �xa6(h)h=R) +2y(a3(h) + 2p3 �ya4(h)h=R+p6 �xa5(h)h=R�p6 �ya6(h)h=R) (3)Where all the onstant phase terms (piston) have been ommitted, together with the �eld independant fousand astigmatisms terms, whih in a MCAO system are ompensated by the high order loop, using LGSinformation. In Eq 3, the oeÆients a2 and a3 refer to a global, �eld independant Tip-Tilt. The otherterms depends upon �x and �y and are plate sale variation terms indued by non-zero altitude quadratimodes. Using the short notationA2;3 =Xh a2;3(h) and A4;5;6 =Xh a4;5;6(h):h (4)we have '2;3(x; y; �x; �y; t) = 2x(A2(t) + 2p3 �x=RA4(t) +p6 �y=RA5(t) +p6 �x=RA6(t)) +2y(A3(t) + 2p3 �y=RA4(t) +p6 �x=RA5(t)�p6 �y=RA6(t)) (5)Let us now onsider a MCAO system with one mirror onjugated at an altitude hm, apable of produingtip, tilt, fous and astigmatisms. 'M is the phase and �n is the oeÆient of Zernike Zn produed by thismirror. Exluding again the �eld independant fous and astigmatisms modes, the ompensated phase overthe null modes an be written:' 2;3(x; y; �x; �y; t) = '(x; y; �x; �y; t)� 'M (x; y; �x; �y; t) (6)= 2x(A2(t) + 2p3 �x=RA4(t) +p6 �y=RA5(t) +p6 �x=RA6(t)) +2y(A3(t) + 2p3 �y=RA4(t) +p6 �x=RA5(t)�p6 �y=RA6(t))�2x(�2(t) + 2p3 �x=R�4(t)hm +p6 �y=R�5(t)hm +p6 �x=R�6(t)hm)�2y(�3(t) + 2p3 �y=R�4(t)hm +p6 �x=R�5(t)hm �p6 �y=R�6(t)hm) (7)From this equation, it is easy to see that a single mirror, loated at a non zero altitude, is able to ompensatefor the plate sale variations indued by the atmosphere quadrati modes. Note that a pupil-onjugated mirroris needed to ompensate for the indued fous and astigmatisms modes in the integrated phase.The obvious and unique solution to ' = 0 is, in presene of noise n� �2;3 = Â2;3 =Ph a2;3(h) + n2;3�4;5;6 = (1=hm)Â4;5;6 = (1=hm) [Ph a4;5;6(h)h+ n4;5;6℄ (8)



MCAO Null Modes Compensation / RTP-AO-G0097 3Here I have negleted any spatial aliasing ontribution, whih are deemed to be small as the high order termsare orreted by the MCAO loop using the LGSs. Introduing the lose loop transfer funtions (TFs), Hn(Noise TF) and H� (error TF), a more general solution an be written for the Fourier transform of � (~�)� ~�2;3 = Hbf ~A2;3 +Hn~n2;3~�4;5;6 = (1=hm)(Hbf ~A4;5;6 +Hn~n4;5;6) (9)Let us now express the error on ' in funtion of the lose loop harateristis and the noise. Noting � theTip omponent of the ompensated phase for an given point in the �eld of view, we have�(�x; �y; t) = 1S ZP '(x; y; �x; �y; t): Z2 dx dy (10)= A2(t) + 2p3 �x=RA4(t) +p6 �y=RA5(t) +p6 �x=RA6(t)��2(t)� 2p3 �x=R�4(t)hm �p6 �y=R�5(t)hm �p6 �x=R�6(t)hm (11)and the variane over time< �2(�x; �y) >t = Z (A2(t)� �2(t))2 + 12 (�x=R)2(A4(t)� �4(t)hm)2 + 6 (�x=R)2(A6(t)� �6(t)hm)2+6 (�y=R)2(A5(t)� �5(t)hm)2 + 4p3 �xhm=R�2(t)�4(t) + 2p6 �yhm=R�2(t)�5(t)+2p6 �xhm=R�2(t)�6(t) + 4p3 p6 �x�yh2m=R2�4(t)�5(t)+4p3 p6 �2xh2m=R2�4(t)�6(t) + 12 �x�yh2m=R2�5(t)�6(t) (12)where I used the zero orrelation of the �rst and seond degree Zernike terms in the atmosphere (< aiai >= 0,for i = 2:::6; j = 2:::6; i 6= j). The �, however,an be orrelated through the ommand if noise is present.Using the Parseval theorem,< �2(�x; �y) >t= Z �2(�x; �y; t) dt = Z ~�2(�x; �y; f) df (13)Z ~�2(�x; �y; f) df = Z df ( ~A2(f)� ~�2(f))2 + 12 (�x=R)2( ~A4(f)� ~�4(f)hm)2::: (14)Remembering the lose-loop relation, e.g. ~� = ~̂a = Hbf ~a or ~a� ~� = H� ~a, one gets( ~A2(f)� ~�2(f))2 = ( ~A2 � ( ~A2:Hbf + ~n2:Hn))2= ~A22H2�(g2) + ~n22H2n(g2) (15)or ( ~A4(f)� ~�4(f):hm)2 = ( ~A4 � hm( 1hm ~A4:Hbf + ~n4:Hn))2= ~A24H2� (g4) + h2m~n24H2n(g4) (16)whih leads to the �nal expression of < �2 > :< �2(�x; �y) >t = Z df ~A22H2� (g2) + 12 (�x=R)2 ~A24H2� (g4) + 6 (�y=R)2 ~A25H2�(g5) + 6 (�x=R)2 ~A26H2�(g6)+~n22H2n(g2) + 12 �2xh2m=R2~n24H2n(g4) + 6 �2yh2m=R2~n25H2n(g5) + 6 �2xh2m=R2~n26H2n(g6)+4p3 �xhm=R~n2~n4Hn(g2)Hn(g4) + 2p6 �yhm=R~n2~n5Hn(g2)Hn(g5)+2p6 �xhm=R~n2~n6Hn(g2)Hn(g6) + 4p3 p6 �x�yh2m=R2~n4~n5Hn(g4)Hn(g5)+4p3 p6 �2xh2m=R2~n4~n6Hn(g4)Hn(g6) + 12 �x�yh2m=R2~n5~n6Hn(g5)Hn(g6) (17)



MCAO Null Modes Compensation / RTP-AO-G0097 4In this equation, the terms in ~A2i :H2� represents the servo lag error, i.e. the high frequeny part of themode power spetral density that is not or not perfetly ompensated due to time lag. The seond part,or the terms in ~n2i :H2n, represents the e�et of noise on the ompensation of eah of the modes. n2i is thenoise on mode i propagated from the measurement to the ompensated phase through the reonstrutor. Hnrepresents the �ltering by the lose-loop.Similarly, for the Tilt error � :< �2(�x; �y) >t = Z df ~A23H2�(g3) + 12 (�y=R)2 ~A24H2� (g4) + 6 (�x=R)2 ~A25H2�(g5) + 6 (�y=R)2 ~A26H2� (g6)+~n23H2n(g3) + 12 �2yh2m=R2~n24H2n(g4) + 6 �2xh2m=R2~n25H2n(g5) + 6 �2yh2m=R2~n26H2n(g6)+4p3 �yhm=R~n2~n4Hn(g2)Hn(g4) + 2p6 �xhm=R~n2~n5Hn(g2)Hn(g5)�2p6 �yhm=R~n2~n6Hn(g2)Hn(g6) + 4p3 p6 �x�yh2m=R2~n4~n5Hn(g4)Hn(g5)�4p3 p6 �2yh2m=R2~n4~n6Hn(g4)Hn(g6)� 12 �x�yh2m=R2~n5~n6Hn(g5)Hn(g6) (18)3 Performane estimationI present here the results of performane evaluations and system optimizations derived from the aboveformulation.The input quantities are :� The Cn2 and the wind pro�les. The Cn2 pro�le is the median pro�le for Cerro Pahon, as derived fromseveral site survey ampains by Vernin et al (see e.g. http://www.gemini.edu/doumentation/webdos-/rpt/rpt-ao-g0094-1.ps). A LSQ �t to the pro�le leads to a 7 layers model (ommuniated by M.Chun)with the following weigths and altitudes:Cn2 [normalized℄ =[0.646,0.080,0.119,0.035,0.025,0.080,0.015℄Altitudes [m℄ =[ 0., 1800, 3300, 5800, 7400,13100,15800℄The overall r0 at 500nm is 0.166 m.The wind pro�le has been hosen as follow:Wind [m/s℄ = [ 5., 7.5, 12., 25., 34., 21., 8.℄� The null mode temporal Power Spetral Densities (PSDs): For this, I have used Eq 4 and the expressionof the Z2...Z6 given by F.Roddier et al (JOSA A, Vol 10, pp 957{965, 1993). The PSD of the 5 nullmodes are shown Fig 1. They are plotted as PSD � frequeny versus frequeny, for the same reasonsas explained in the above mentionned paper (basially, the value of PSD�f represents the amount ofpower per unit frequeny bin at any given frequeny f). The "knee" of the M4...M6 modes at 2-4 Hzis due to the highest layers, whih have relatively high veloities and are weighted heavily by theiraltitude (see Eq 4). The large amplitude of these modes is due to the h2 weighting term, but is greatlyredued by �2 when omputing �2 or �2 as per Eq 17 or 18.� The system lose loop transfer funtions (TFs): I have used a very basi model for these TFs. Itemulates a simple integrator with gain. Examples of H� and Hn are given in Fig 2 for gain values of0.1, 0.3 and 0.7.� The overall noise per mode, i.e. the measurement noise propagated through the reonstrutor on eahmode. For this I have used a numerial model of the system, whih uses average gradient sensors. An
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Figure 1: Spetra of the Null mode oeÆients A2 through A6
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Figure 2: Example of Transfer funtions. Delay = 0.1 ms, sampling time = 1msinteration matrix D is derived that links image position measurements in milliarse to the null modevalue in radian (the null modes are normalized so that the variane of the upper mirror is one rd overthe telesope pupil area). The noise per mode is then omputed using the known relation:jn > = D�1jm > (19)jn >< nj = D�1jm >< mjD�1T = D�1D�1T (20)in its more general form (jn >< nj is the ovariane matrix of the noise on the mode oeÆients ifjm >< mj is the ovariane matrix of the noise on the measurements), orjn >< nj = D�1D�1T �2m ! < n2i >= �2mXj D�1ji :D�1Tij (21)if the noise on all guide star is equal.The noise on eah NGS measurement (X and Y) was expressed as follow (expression provided by BLE):�m[mas℄ = 0:587(�=r0)SNR =4:848e� 9 (22)where SNR is the photometri SNR given by :SNR = NPDE=pNPDE + 4 NSKY (23)with � NPDE = 100:4(20�m?) � 5200=fsamplingNSKY = 1300=fsampling (24)whih assumes msky = 20arse�2, and a 1 arse �eld stop for the sky redution. A value of 0.5 hasbeen adopted for the overall optial transmission from the Telesope M1 to the TT sensors, and aQE of 0.6 for the TT sensor detetors (APDs), over a bandwidth of 350 nm. The detetor read-outnoise (ron) was taken equal to zero (avalanhe photodiodes) in these alulations, but it would bestraightforward to extend the ase to non zero ron detetors by inluding the appropriate term inEq 23.For instane, for a system with 4 NGS at (�30;�30) arse from the enter, and a DM onjugatedat 8000 m, the matrix D�1:D�1T is diagonal with diagonal elements equal to 0.0038 rd2/mas for M2,M3, 0.0018 rd2/mas for M4 and 0.0038 rd2/mas for M5 and M6.
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Figure 3: Example of the optimization proess for the Tip error. The moderesiduals are omputed versus the gain of the lose-loop, as per Eq. The noise,propagated on the phase through the system ontrol matrix and the lose-looptransfer funtion, is omputed for the same gain. The grey urve is the total errorversus gain, i.e. the quadrati sum of the residual turbulene and the noise. Inthis ase, four guide stars of magnitude 19 are used at (�30;�30) arse o�-axis.
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Figure 4: Same as �gure 3 for the Tilt omponent
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Figure 5: Strehl ratio loss due to the null modes versus �eld position for various guide star on�g-uration and magnitudes, as plotted on the �gures (triangle).
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Figure 6: Same ase as �gure 3: Tip and Tilt error in milliarse versus �eld positionOne all these quantities are known, the tip and tilt ompensated quadrati error, �2 and �2 an beevaluated. In Figure 3, the ontribution of eah null mode to �2 (�gure 4 for �2) was omputed versus thegain of the mode for a given point inthe �eld (+30",+30"). The servo lag error and the noise terms (f Eq17) are omputed separately. Fig 3 shows that, quite expetedly, the servo lag error (negative slope urve)on any given mode dereases as the loop gain inreases (i.e. as the bandwidth goes up), while more noisegets propagated through the loop onto the ompensated phase (positive slope urve). The optimal lose-loopgain for any mode orresponds to the minimum of the sum of the servo lag error and noise terms, as shownon the �gures. Beause in the general ase, the noise on the null mode may be orrelated, and thereforethe total error is not the straightforward addition of these four terms (ross terms in Eq 17), we have alsoomputed the total tip and tilt error versus the loop gain. This is shown on top of �gure 3 and 4 respetively,and assumes in this ase an equal gain for all modes. For �gure 3 and 4, omputed for a four m=19 guidestar system, and where the error is evaluated at (30,30) arse o�-axis, the total tip error is 16.4 mas andthe total tilt error is 15.0 mas. The error on axis is given by the tip and tilt modes only (�x = �y = 0 inEq 17 and 18).Eventually, the residual tip and tilt omponents were evaluated over 9 points in the one armin square�eld, and the optimal mode gains were hosen as the one that minimizes the average error over the evaluationpoints. When this is done, the errors an be omputed versus the �eld position.From the tip and tilt errors, one an also ompute the Strehl ratio loss, whih here is evaluated as:S =s 11 + 2 �2x �s 11 + 2 �2y (25)where �2x and �2y are the tip and tilt phase variane, respetively. The Strehl loss at K band versus �eld isshown Figure 5, upper left, for the same ase as �gure 3 and 4.Figure 6 presents the Tip (image motion along X) and Tilt error (along Y) errors versus the �eld positionin milliarse. The asymmetry of eah omponent is a signature of the fat that the ompensated imagemotion is predominantly radial (both the turbulene residual and the noise).Finally, Figure 6 presents also the K band Strehl loss for a sample of guide star on�guration and magnitude.This performane evaluation still laks some aspets:



MCAO Null Modes Compensation / RTP-AO-G0097 11� The telesope shaking has not been inluded in the power spetra of the tip and tilt. Beause thePSD of telesope shaking extend quite a way toward high frequenies, it may lower the performane.However, for telesope shaking, it is possible to make use of the peripherial WFS (P1 or P2). In thatase, one may by ompensating several minute o�-axis indeed orret for the shaking but re-injet onaxis the atmospheri tip-tilt at the sensing position. Beause the 50% orrelation angle of tip-tilt is ofthe order of several arminutes, it should not signi�antly inrease the amplitude of the atmospheritip-tilt on axis.� The use of smarter loop algorithms, suh as for instane preditor, has to be investigated. It wasshown earlier (e.g. Dessenne 1998) that preditors drastially improves performane in ase of highlytemporally strutured perturbations, whih the null modes are. This will be espeially true whentelesope shaking will be onsidered.


